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Chapter 1

General Introduction

Many real world problems require optimizing an unknown function where each
evaluation is costly and the resulting outcome can be noisy. In such scenarios,
Bayesian optimization (BO) has shown to be a powerful approach for finding the
global optimum of the function while being efficient in terms of the number of
evaluations. BO’s efficiency comes from its ability to incorporate prior belief over
the function of interest to help direct the search. More specifically, BO utilizes
a cheaper to evaluate surrogate function, i.e. acquisition function, to trade off
between exploration of the unvisited regions and exploitation of our knowledge
about the promising (high reward) areas.
Although effective, the BO formulations typically make some assumptions that
do not necessarily hold in practice. For instance, they assume that the experiments
can be executed on demand. In many real-world domains, however, the execution
of an experiment requires setup and preparation time that can vary depending on
the type of the experiment. In such domains, it is critical to explicitly plan for
experiment preparation and setup activities in addition to making the usual BO
decisions.
Another common theme in BO is that experiments have the same duration and
are selected either sequentially or in fixed-sized batches. Rather, there are important real-world problems, where experiments vary in duration and the number of
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parallel experiments is not pre-specified and practically unbounded. For instance
when experiments are computational processes, cloud computing allows for virtually unlimited parallelism, while different processes often require varying amounts
of time.
In chapter 2, we define a novel BO problem formulation that models the resources and activities needed to prepare and run experiments. We then present a
planning approach, based on finite-horizon tree search, for scheduling the potentially current experimental activities with the aim of best optimizing the function
within a limited time horizon. A key element of the approach is a novel state
evaluation function for evaluating leaves of the search tree, for which we prove
approximate guarantees. At the end of the chapter, we evaluate the approach on
a number of diverse benchmark problems and show that it produces promising
results compared to a number of natural baselines.
In chapter 3, we consider a BO framework where the goal is to optimize the
function given a fixed time horizon and budget on experimental cost. The key
challenge is to schedule the amount of parallelism used over the horizon in a way
that makes the best use of the budget. We propose and evaluate an approach
based on Monte-Carlo simulations for adaptively choosing the batch size at any
given size given the current horizon and budget. Our results on a number of
benchmarks under varying budget conditions show that the approach produces
high-quality results compared to a number of existing alternatives.
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Chapter 2

First Manuscript

2.1 Introduction
We consider optimizing an unknown function f by running experiments that each
take an input x and return a noisy output f (x). In particular, we focus on the
setting where experiments are expensive, limiting the number of experiments that
can be run. Bayesian Optimization (BO) addresses this setting by maintaining a
Bayesian posterior over f to capture our uncertainty about f given prior experiments [15, 6]. The posterior is then used to select new experiments that trades-off
exploring uncertain areas of the experimental space and exploiting promising areas.
BO frameworks traditionally assume that experiments can be run immediately
upon request, usually at uniform cost. In many real-world domains experiments
require varying amounts of time and resources to setup and run. In such domains,
failing to plan for such setup activities may make it impossible to run a potentially
useful experiment when desired due to lengthy setups. Thus, it is critical to reason
about both: 1) which experiments should be run (the focus of traditional BO),
and 2) experiment setup activities that support running useful future experiments.
This motivates the high-level goal of this paper, which is to take a step toward a
more significant integration of automated planning and BO.
As a motivating example, consider the problem of optimizing the power output
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of microbial fuel cells (MFCs), which use bacteria to generate electricity from various media (e.g. waste water) [5]. The energy production of an MFC can depend on
various parameters including the species and mixture of bacteria, the surface properties of the anode, and nutrient level [24]. Running an MFC experiment requires
a number of construction steps, including growing a batch of the desired bacteria
from frozen stock, noting that a single batch may be able to support multiple experiments. Bacteria growing time vary widely depending on the species, ranging
from days to weeks. This necessitates advanced planning to ensure that a particular experiment can be conducted. This planning problem is further complicated
by the fact that a laboratory often has multiple facilities for running concurrent
experiments and setup activities.
As another example, consider the problem of making a composite material
that needs to satisfy some properties such as stiffness. For instance in bone tissue
engineering, biodegradable polymers can be used to fabricate porous scaffold. Using these polymers allows bone tissue ingrowth without the need for an implant
removal operation [19]. However, these polymers lack some of the mechanical properties required for human bones and need to be reinforced. A common strategy to
improve the mechanical properties of a polymer such as stiffness, is to incorporate
filler particles into the organic matrix of the polymer [4]. Since these experiments
are both expensive and time consuming, the main goal is often to maximize the
stiffness given a fixed budget. As in the fuel cell example, it is often possible
to make multiple composite materials as well as to measure the desired property
of multiple other ready-to-use composites at the same time. Currently there are
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no algorithms or tools that can reason about both experiment selection and the
scheduling of such setup activities.
One contribution of this paper is to introduce an extended BO setting, called
Bayesian Optimization with Resources (BOR), that explicitly models experimental
resources and activities. Our model specifies the following: 1) resource requirements for experiments, which may vary across different experiments, 2) resourceproduction actions, which produce the resources and can require varying amounts
of time, and 3) a set of “labs” for running concurrent experiments and a set of
“production lines” for concurrent resource production. The problem is then to
select and schedule the experiments and resource-production actions to optimize
the unknown objective function within a specified time horizon.
Our second contribution is to describe an online planning algorithm for BOR,
which decides at any time which experiments and production actions to execute.
The algorithm uses finite-horizon tree search, where the goal is to select an action for the current state that maximizes the future expected improvement. The
branching factor of BOR problems is too large for vanilla search algorithms to
be effective, which we address in two ways. First, we draw on traditional BO to
describe an effective approximation of the search tree with a significantly reduced
branching factor. Second, we design a novel state evaluation function for assigning long-term values to leaves of the search tree, which can significantly improve
performance. Our evaluation on benchmark domains shows that our approach,
even with only a small amount of search, performs well compared to a variety of
baselines.

7

2.2 Problem Setup
We consider Bayesian Optimization (BO) problems where each possible experiment
is an element of a d-dimensional space X . Each dimension describes a property
of an experiment and can be either real-valued or a discrete value over a finite
domain. For example, in our motivating fuel cell domain, an experiment x ∈ X may
have a discrete attribute that specifies the type of bacteria to use and real-valued
attributes that specify properties such as the fractional makeup of the supplied
nutrients. An unknown real-valued function f : X → < represents the expected
value of the dependent variable after running an experiment. For example, f (x)
might be the expected power output of a fuel cell experiment described by x.
Running an experiment x allows us to observe a possibly noisy outcome y =
f (x) + , where  is a random noise term. We say that the BO setting is noise free
when  = 0. The goal of BO is to find an experiment x ∈ X that approximately
maximizes f by requesting a limited number of experiments and observing their
outcomes.
Traditionally, BO assumes that each experiment can be run instantaneously
upon request at a uniform cost across experiments. As such, the performance of
BO systems is often measured in terms of how well they optimize f after a specified
number of experiments. In reality, experiments often require certain resources,
which can vary across experiments, and often producing those resources requires
preparation time. In such situations, it is critical to reason about the production
of resources in order to support the most useful future experiments. This paper
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extends traditional BO to account for such resource dependencies and production
in a setting we call Bayesian Optimization with Resources (BOR).
BOR Domains. A BOR domain is a tuple (X , τ, R, C, A, Le , Lp , H), where
X is the space of experiments and τ is the time to run an experiment after all
the required resources have been produced and the experiment has been set up.
The resource set R = {R1 , . . . , Rn } is a set of n resource types. For example, Ri
may correspond to a certain type of bacteria in our fuel cell example. During the
experimental process, we let the resource vector rt denote the available amount
of each resource at time t. That is, rit is the amount of resource Ri available at
time t. The cost function C(x) specifies the resource requirements for experiments.
Experiment x is a feasible experiment and can be started at time t only if Ci (x) ≤ rit
for all i after which the resource vector rt is updated by subtracting C(x).
In order to produce additional resources (e.g. growing a batch of bacteria) the
production action set A = {A1 , . . . , An } specifies a production action Ai for each
resource Ri . When an action Ai is executed at time t, it runs for a duration of
τi and then produces an amount ai of resource Ri that is added to the resource
vector at time t + τi . Le (Lp ) bounds the maximum number of concurrent experiments (production actions) that can be running. For example, Le may be bound
by the number of sensing apparatus available and Lp may be bound by limited
laboratory resources and/or personnel. Finally H is the time horizon within which
experimental activities must be completed.
BOR States and Policies. The state st at time t of a BOR problem captures
all information available for making decisions up to time t. Specifically, a state is a
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tuple s = (t, Dt , rt , E t , P t ), where t is the current time, Dt is a set of experimentoutcome pairs that have completed by time t, rt is the current resource vector, and
E t (P t ) is a set specifying the currently running experiments (production actions)
and the time remaining for each. A decision state is a state where there is either a
free experimental lab (|E t | < Le ) or an open production line (|P t | < Lp ). We say
that a decision state s is an e-state when there is an available lab, and otherwise
s is an r-state with an available production line.
A BOR policy π is a mapping from a decision state to an action, which is
either a feasible experiment to run for e-states or a production action for r-states.
A policy π is executed by using it to select actions in any decision state until
reaching the horizon. At the horizon the policy must output an experiment x∗
that is predicted to have the best value of f . When started in an initial state s0 ,
the eventual predicted optimum x∗ is a random variable. The expected regret of
π when started in s0 is then defined as maxx f (x) − E[f (x∗ ) | s0 , π]. The goal of
BOR planning is to compute policies with small regret. Additionally, to evaluate
a policy π we introduce the following concept.
Running policy π from s until horizon h, each run generates a potentially different set of completed experiments (i.e. experiment-outcome pairs (x, y)), denoted
by the random variable Sπh (s). Given a reference value y ∗ (typically the best output
observed before running π), the expected improvement of a policy π relative to y ∗


is defined as EIπ (s, h, y ∗ ) = E I max(x,y)∈Sπh (s) y − y ∗ , where I(x) = x if x ≥ 0
and 0 otherwise.
Structured Cost Functions. The above cost function C(x) is extremely
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general and does not explicitly capture structure present in real-world domains.
While our algorithm developed in Section 2.4 is applicable to arbitrary cost functions, our analysis will apply to the following special cases, which are inspired by
our motivating fuel cell application.
We say that C(x) is r-uniform if for any x and i, either Ci (x) = ci or Ci (x) = 0
for some constant ci > 0. This models situations where any experiment that uses
a resource uses the same amount of the resource. We say that C(x) is a partition
cost function if it is r-uniform and there is a partition {X1 , . . . , XN } of X such
that for each resource Ri either 1) Ci (x) > 0 for all x, or 2) There is an Xj such
that for all x ∈ Xj , Ci (x) = ci > 0 and for all x ∈ X − Xj , Ci (x) = 0. A partition
cost function models cases where there are N experiment types and each resource
is either dedicated to a particular type of experiment or is used by all experiments.
As an example from our fuel cell domain, different types of fuel cell experiments
will use different strains of bacteria resources, while all experiments require basic
resources needed for fuel cell operation.

2.3 Related Work
Most prior work on BO assumes that experiments are executed sequentially, have
unit cost, and produce results instantaneously [22]. For a review of BO and some
of its recent applications, see, e.g., [27]. One practically important extension to
the basic model is work on batch (or parallel) BO where batches of experiments
are selected at each decision step instead of single experiments (e.g. [1, 8]). This
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allows for modeling the availability of multiple facilities for running experiments,
but still assumes that all experiments in a batch start and end at the same time
and have constant cost. In addition, the approaches do not explicitly consider the
notion of a horizon time by which experimentation must be completed or resource
requirements for experiments, which are present in many real-world scenarios.
The batch BO setting was extended in later work [2] where a budget is given
for the total number of allowed experiments and a time horizon is given for the
experimental process. In addition, multiple labs are available for running possibly
concurrent experiments and experiments can have stochastic durations. That work
is more closely related to this paper in that it attempts to model experiment
resource constraints by limiting the total number of experiments. However, that
model of experimental resources is quite simplistic in that, in reality, the number
of possible experiments is fundamentally limited by the available time and the
time to set up experiments, which includes resource preparation that can differ
across experiments. Our work, rather, attempts to directly model those resource
requirements and the activities required to prepare them. The resource model of
[2] is a simplification of our model to a single resource that is required by each
experiment and cannot be produced during experimentation.
Another similar line of work to ours studies sequential BO for spatial monitoring [21], where a Monte-Carlo Tree Search solution is developed. The problem is
to control the trajectory of a vehicle that collects measurements (i.e. runs experiments) at the locations it visits in order to search for a location that optimizes
some objective. The problem is similar to ours in the sense that it is a marriage
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between BO and a type of planning problem, in particular, navigation. In contrast, our work is best viewed as a marriage between BO and resource production
planning, which is qualitatively quite different from navigation. While both their
solution and ours is based on tree search, the search trees are qualitatively very
different and require different types of approximations to be effective. For example, the search trees in [21] include only navigation actions since the experiment
selection is determined by the navigation action. Rather our search trees contain
both choices over resource production actions and experiment selection. A key
contribution of our work is to design a leaf evaluation function for guiding search
that leverages our problem structure in order to provide approximation guarantees.
In summary, we are not aware of prior work that attempts to directly model
and reason about experimental resources and production actions. Part of this work
has been presented in [9].

2.4 Online Tree Search for BOR Planning
Given a BOR domain (X , τ, R, C, A, Le , Lp , H) and an initial state s0 , which may
include initial resources r0 and an initial set of completed experiments D0 , we
now consider how to compute a policy π that will achieve small regret within the
horizon H. As is standard in BO, we assume the availability of a posterior density
P (f | Dt ) over the unknown function f given previous experiments Dt . Using
this posterior we can compute a posterior distribution over the output y of any
experiment x, denoted by P (y | x, Dt ). In our work, we will use a Gaussian Process
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for maintaining this density (details in Section 2.6).
It is straightforward to view a BOR domain as a Partially Observable Markov
Decision Process (POMDP), where the POMDP state is composed of an observable
part st and a hidden part corresponding to the unknown function f . According
to this view the execution of experiments provide observations that change our
posterior belief over f , while resource production actions serve only to change the
observable state in a way that supports running experiments. Thus, in theory,
an optimal BOR policy can be obtained by using an existing POMDP solver.
Unfortunately, for even modest BOR problems, the corresponding POMDP is far
too complex and large for off-the-shelf POMDP solver that attempt to compute
full policies offline. Further, BOR problems typically will violate one or more
assumptions of existing solvers. In particular, the number of actions is enormous,
as running each experiment is a possible action in addition to resource actions.
Also, he horizon H can be quite large, on the order of weeks or months. The
number of observations is also large or even continuous and the state space is
enormous or even infinite since it contains f .
We thus consider an online planning approach in this paper. Instead of computing a policy offline that covers all potentially reachable states, we instead focus
on computing a high-quality action for each state encountered during experimentation using a practical amount of computation. In particular, our online planner
is based on finite-horizon tree search, where a bounded depth search tree is built
from the current state in order to estimate the values of potential actions. The action with the best value estimate is then selected and executed in the environment.
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This is a popular and successful decision-making approach for both POMDPs [26]
and MDPs, with exemplar algorithms including Sparse Sampling [16] and UCT
[17]. To simplify our description of the tree construction, we will view the space
of experiments X and their outcomes Y as very large finite discrete sets as determined by measurement resolution. As we will see, however, our eventual search
algorithm does not depend on this assumption. Below we define the search tree
more precisely followed by a description of the practical enhancements used by our
approach.

2.4.1 BOR Search Trees
Given a current state st and a specified search horizon Hs the value for action
a defined by our tree is the Hs -horizon expected improvement, with respect to
the best output y ∗ seen so far, of taking action a in state st and then following
the optimal policy until time Hs . The action that maximizes this notation of
value is intuitively the one that we can expect to lead to the most potential for
improvement. The BOR tree is defined as follows.
Figure 2.1 illustrates a fragment of an example BOR tree. Paths in a tree
alternate between state nodes (circles) and action nodes (squares). We will let
na (s) denote the action node corresponding to action a with parent state s =
(t, Dt , rt , E t , P t ). The root node of a BOR tree is the current state st , which
in our example is an r-state. The children of each state node are action nodes
corresponding to the possible actions at the state. As illustrated in the example,
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for r-states the possible actions are the n resource production actions and for estates the actions correspond to the possible feasible experiments in X .
The children of an action node na (s) are the possible next decision states that
can be reached after taking a in s, which is the state occurring when either the
next experiment finishes (an e-state) or lab becomes available (an r-state). The
times of these events are easily inferable from the action durations in our action
models. Further the edges to those children are weighted by the probability of their
occurrence. The child generation process depends on whether the next decision
state is an r-state or e-state and whether an experiment or resource action ended.
Here, we illustrate two cases in detail.
The first case, illustrated by the leftmost action child of the root in Figure 2.1,
is for a resource action that leads to e-states at time t1 , meaning that an experiment
x ended at t1 . There will be one child e-state for each possible outcome y of x,
with edge weight given by the posterior P (y | x, Dt ). In particular, for each y
we will create a new child state having tuple (t1 , Dt ∪ {(x, y)}, rt , E t − {x}, P t1 ),
where the time is updated to t1 , the outcome (x, y) is added to the set of completed
experiments, and x is removed from the set of running experiments, the resource
vector is unchanged from rt since no new resources were consumed or produced at
t1 . Finally, P t1 is an update of P t reflecting that resource action A1 just started
running. Each of these resulting e-states has children (action nodes) corresponding
to the possible experiments that could be selected in them.
The second case, illustrated by the rightmost action node in Figure 2.1, is when
the next decision state is an r-state occurring at time t2 , meaning that a production
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Resource actions

t = t1

𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎1 (𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡 )
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𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡

𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎1 (𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡 )
𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡

𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡

r-state

𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 (𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡 )
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𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡

t = t2>t1

𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎1 (𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡 )

𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡

r-state

𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎2 (𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡 )

𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 (𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡 )

Figure 2.1: Partial illustration of a search tree
line freed up at t2 due to resource production action Ai finishing. In this case,
there is a single child r-state of the action, which has children corresponding to
each resource action available at that state. The state description for this new
r-state is the tuple (t2 , Dt , rt2 , E t , P t − {Ai }), where the time is updated to t2 ,
action Ai is removed from the set of running resource actions, and rt2 is updated
so that rit2 = rit + ai indicating that an increment to resource Ri occurred. The set
of running experiments and completed experiments remain unchanged.
The full BOR tree is defined as above with leaves corresponding to the fringe
of state nodes whose time stamps are less than the search horizon Hs and whose
descendants have time stamps greater than Hs . The expected improvement values assigned to state and action nodes can be defined bottom up starting with
the leaves. The value of a leaf node with finished experiment set D is simply

I max(x,y)∈D y − y ∗ , recalling that y ∗ is the best output observed in the real world
before the search began. The value of an action node is equal to the expectation
of values assigned to its child state nodes. The value of a state node is defined
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as the maximum value of its child action nodes, reflecting that state nodes have a
choice over actions. More formally, the value function of internal nodes (non-leaf
nodes) in the tree is defined recursively as follows.


0
• value(na (st )) = E{st0 :na (st )→st0 } value(st ) | na (st )
P
0
0
= {st0 :na (st )→st0 } value(st )P (st | na (st ))


0
P value(st0 )P (y | x, Dt )

if st is an e-state
y
=

0

value(st0 )
if st is an r-state
0

where the expectation is over all possible st values i.e. the children of na (st )
0

and y is the outcome of x observed at st .



a ∈ X
t
t
• value(s ) = maxa {value(na (s ))} where


a ∈ A

if st is an e-state
if st is an r-state

In this way the action values in the tree for st will correspond to the Hs -horizon
expected improvement as desired.
In theory, one could compute a decision for st by constructing the entire tree to
compute the root action values. Unfortunately, this is highly impractical for all but
the most trivial problems and horizons. First, the action branching factor in the
tree, especially at e-states, is enormous. Second, the stochastic branching factor of
action nodes where experiments complete is very large, being equal to the number
of possible experiment outcomes (i.e. |Y|). These factors dramatically limit the
search horizon that can be considered, which controls the depth and size of the
tree. We will deal with these issues in two ways below. First, we approximate
the tree in order to reduce the branching factor related to experiments and their
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outcomes. Even then the practically attainable depths are quite limited. To make
up for this, as is common in all areas of search, we will compute informative leaf
evaluation functions that attempt to provide an estimate of the long term value of
leaf nodes, which translate into improved action value estimates at the root.

2.4.2 Search Tree Approximation
The stochastic branching factor under action nodes corresponding to the completion of an experiment is equal to the size of the outcome space Y, which will
typically be very large and based on the discretization level. One approach to
dealing with this issue is to sparsely sample a smaller number of k e-states under any such action and only consider those during the tree search, for example,
as done in Sparse Sampling [16]. Unfortunately, even using small values of k increases the overall tree branching factor by many fold and using small values of k
can introduce large variance into the search results. Thus, we follow an alternative
approach, which is to use a deterministic transition model that assigns all experiment outcomes to its maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate at the node. That is,
the only e-state included under an action node na (s) is arg maxy P (y |x, D), where
x is the newly completed experiment and D is the set of complete experiments for
state s. This MAP approximation is a commonly employed and often successful
technique in control and AI planning (e.g. [30, 25, 21]). Our initial investigation
showed that it is a more effective approximation for BOR problems than Sparse
Sampling.
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In order to deal with the large action branching factor at e-nodes, which equals
X , we draw on ideas from BO. In particular, BO has developed a number of effective policies for selecting experiments given prior experiment outcomes. Among
the most effective is the maximum expected improvement (MEI) policy πei , which
selects the feasible experiment x that maximizes the expected improvement function, i.e. πei (s) = arg maxx∈Xs E [I(y − y ∗ ) | x, D], where y ∼ P (y | x, D), D is
the set of finished experiments at s, and Xs is the set of feasible experiments at s.
EI can be computed efficiently for the GP models used in our work. We leverage
this idea by only considering the action selected by πei , which eliminates action
branching due to experiment selection in the tree. While this appears to be an
extreme approximation, πei has consistently shown good performance across many
studies and, as our results will show, is quite effective within our tree search.
After the above approximations, the remaining branching in the tree corresponds to action branching at r-states, which is equal to the number of resource
actions |R| and is typically much more manageable. Thus, the computation time
of constructing our approximate search tree will be O(|R|d ), where d is the maximum number of r-states encountered on a path from the root to a leaf. For this
reason we will parameterize our search trees by not only the search horizon Hs but
also by the r-depth d, which specifies the maximum number of r-states allowed on
any tree path. During tree construction, whenever an r-state is encountered that
goes beyond the r-depth, it is converted into a leaf node, which for small values
of d will typically occur before reaching the search horizon. Thus, while using
small values of d allows for efficiency, the price is that the value computed for such
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early terminating leaf nodes can be quite short sighted compared to the search
horizon, which can hurt overall performance. To account for this we next describe
our state evaluation function, which is applied at leaf nodes to provide a longer
term assessment of state value.
Algorithm 1 provides a pseudo-code for the proposed search algorithm. Given
a current state st , if we are at an e-state and have enough time to run an experiment we first find the space of feasible experiments. Among the experiments
that can possibly be run, the one that maximizes the expected improvement over
the best observed outcome gets selected. The required amount of resources gets
deducted and the MAP estimator of the response is considered as the outcome of
the experiment. We move to the next state and obtain its value recursively. If we
are at an r-state and still allowed to produce a resource, we consider all production
actions and the states they would lead to. The value of each state gets calculated
recursively and the highest value is returned as the value of the initial r-state.

2.4.3 State Evaluation Function
Given a leaf node corresponding to state s = (t0 , D, r, E, P ) with t0 < Hs the
default leaf evaluation is based only on the experiment outputs in D. This ignores
the potential experiments that could be run and completed between time t0 and
Hs using resources that were/are being produced in the tree leading up to s. Thus,
the leaf and resource production decision above it can be severely undervalued.
The purpose of the state evaluation function is to estimate the potential long
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Algorithm 1 Pruned Tree Search algorithm
1: procedure PrunedTreeSearch(st , d, H) . st , d and H represent state s
at time t, r-depth and search horizon respectively.
2:
if st is an e-state AND t + τ < H then
3:
X candidate ← {x : x ∈ X , C(x) ≤ rt }
4:
x∗ ← arg maxx∈X candidate E [I(y − y ∗ ) | x, D]
5:
rt ← rt − C(x∗ )
6:
D ← D ∪ {(x∗ , arg maxy P (y |x∗ , D))}
0
7:
st ← GetN extState(st )
0
8:
return PrunedTreeSearch(st , d, H)
9:
else if st is an r-state AND d > 0 then
10:
ActionScores ← Zeros(n)
11:
for i = 1, ..., n do
12:
if t + τi < H then
0
13:
st ← GetN extState(st , Ai )
0
14:
ActionScores(i) ← PrunedTreeSearch(st , d − 1, H)
15:
end if
16:
end for
17:
return max{ActionScores}
18:
else
19:
return Leaf V alue(st )
20:
end if
21: end procedure
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term value that could be obtained from a leaf. Long term value corresponds to
the potential improvement of continuing to select and run experiments until the
horizon. One measure of this potential would be to compute a set of feasible
experiments X ∗ that achieves the maximum EI under the feasibility constraint.
Definition 1 (Feasibility) Consider any state s with currently available resource
vector R and set of currently running production actions P . A set of experiments
X is feasible in a state s if all experiments in X can be scheduled in a way that they
can be started and completed before the horizon using resources in R or resources
produced by actions in P when they become available.
Formally, the desired set X ∗ is a feasible set of experiments that maximizes the
following:
G(X, y ∗ ) = E [maxx∈X∪X 0 I(yx − y ∗ ) | D]
where D contains the observed data and X 0 is the set of ongoing experiments at
the leaf.
Unfortunately, computing X ∗ is a computationally hard problem, which follows from the computational hardness of BO. Fortunately, however, we are able
to compute a set of experiments X̂ that is feasible and achieves an EI within a
constant factor of G(X ∗ , y ∗ ) for a wide class of BOR problems. Algorithm 2 provides the greedy approach that makes this approximation possible. The approach
leverages the theory of submodular optimization under matroid constraints. In
particular, it is known that the greedy algorithm provides approximation bounds
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for such problems [11]. Here we describe this greedy algorithm and in the next
section prove the approximation bounds for it.
The greedy algorithm starts with X̂ = ∅ and keep adding feasible experiments
that maximize the EI until there are no more feasible experiment left. Note that
our objective function G(X̂, y ∗ ) is a set function and its value does not depend on
the order in which the elements of X̂ have been added. A key part of this greedy
algorithm is the computation of the expected improvement G(X̂, y ∗ ) of a set X̂.
Recently, [7] proposed a closed form expression for the expected improvement of
a set (typically of size less than 10) which requires multiple calls to the c.d.f.
of a multivariate Gaussian distribution, which in turn can be estimated within
some error bound. However, this approach is quite computationally expensive and
does not scale to large sets. In this work, we simply use Monte-Carlo sampling
to estimate G(X̂, y ∗ ) to an arbitrary accuracy. In particular, as described in our
experimental setup, we use a Gaussian Process to model the posterior over joint
outcomes of experiments in X̂. It is straightforward to sample from this posterior
and hence approximate the expected improvement using the sample averages.
A key part of the greedy algorithm is that we must be able to determine whether
adding an experiments to the current set of experiments results in a feasible set.
For general cost functions, testing feasibility is a computationally hard problem.
However, for structured cost functions (e.g. r-uniform), feasibility can be tested
efficiently. Below we provide efficient tests for both r-uniform and partition cost
functions, which can be used for the greedy algorithm. We note that if the cost
function is not r-uniform or partition, then either of these tests can still be used,
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Algorithm 2 Greedy Procedure
1: procedure Greedy(sts , H) . sts and H represent leaf state s at time ts and
search horizon respectively.
2:
X̂ ← ∅
3:
X candidate ← {x : Feasible(sts , X̂ + {x}, H) = T rue}
4:
while X candidate 6= ∅ do
h
i
5:
nextExp ← arg maxx∈X candidate E I(y − y ∗ ) | x, X̂, D
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

X̂ ← X̂ + {nextExp}
X candidate ← {x : Feasible(sts , X̂ + {x}, H) = T rue}
end while
return X̂
end procedure

but the resulting sets produced may be conservative in the sense that the tests
may determine that a set is infeasible, when in fact it is feasible.
Note that if the required resources that are to be consumed by a specific experiment are available at some point in time then the experiment can be scheduled
at any time after. As a result, given any schedule, one can avoid gaps between
experiments by pushing back the starting times as much as possible.

2.4.4 Schedule Feasibility Tests
A straightforward approach to try to determining the feasibility of a set of experiments A is via greedy forward algorithm. This approach starts the time ts
associated with a leaf node and finds the first time t ≥ ts where there are enough
resources to start at least one experiment. An arbitrary experiment among those
that can be run at t is selected and schedule for execution at time t and removed
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from A. This greedy selection process repeats until either all experiments in A have
been scheduled with time to finish before the horizon, or the horizon is reached
and there are experiments that have not been scheduled or have not completed
running. In the former case, the greedy algorithm concludes that the set A is
feasible and otherwise concludes the set is not feasible.
If no new resources are produced after time ts , then greedy forward scheduling
is a sound and complete test for feasibility of any set A. However, if production
actions that are currently running at time ts produce new resources before the
horizon, greedy forward scheduling is not guaranteed to be correct. In particular,
as the following counter example shows, it can sometimes conclude that a set is
not feasible, when in fact it is feasible.
Counter Example (r-uniform costs). Consider the following scenario. We
have a set of three experiments i.e. A = {x1 , x2 , x3 } where C(x1 ) = [1, 1, 0],
C(x2 ) = [1, 0, 1] and C(x3 ) = [0, 1, 1]. Notice that C(.) here is an r-uniform cost
function. In the beginning at time ts , rts = [1, 1, 2]. We have only one experimental
lab which is available from the beginning. The running time of each experiment is
1 day i.e. τ = 1. One unit of resource 1 and 2 are being produced and both will be
available at time ts + 2. The horizon is in 3 days i.e. H = ts + 3. Starting at ts , all
three experiments have the required resources, and therefore can be selected by the
forward approach. However, if x1 gets selected first rts +1 = [0, 0, 2] which means
neither x2 nor x3 can be run until ts +2 when the new resources arrive. Having only
one day left, we cannot possibly schedule both x2 and x3 on our only experimental
lab. Thus, the forward approach would wrongly identify A as infeasible. Any other
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choice of first experiment i.e. x2 or x3 would result in a feasible schedule.
Thus, we see that for even r-uniform costs the simple greedy forward algorithm
does not work. Later we will develop an alternative efficient test that works for
r-uniform costs. However, the greedy forward approach is sound and complete for
partition cost functions.
Proposition 1 For any partition cost function C, any set of experiments A, and
any state s, the greedy forward algorithm correctly decides whether A is feasible for
state s.
Proof. Clearly if the greedy forward algorithms constructs a feasible schedule for
A from s, then A is feasible for s. It remains to prove that if A is feasible for s
that the greedy forward algorithm is guaranteed to find a feasible schedule.
We use induction on the size of the set of experiments A. The base case is when
|A| = 1. Let ts denote the time associated with state s. If A is feasible from s, then
the single experiment x0 in A can be started at some time t0 between ts and the
horizon and finish before the horizon. Clearly the greedy forward algorithm will
also start x0 at a time that is no later than t0 and hence find a feasible schedule.
For the inductive case, we assume that for any A of size n or less, if A is feasible
from a state s, then the greedy forward algorithm will find a feasible schedule for A
from s. Now assume that A has size n+1 and has a feasible schedule from a state s
with associated time ts . Let t0 ≥ ts be the first time step where there are sufficient
resources and labs available to start one or more experiments in A. Let x0 be one
such experiment, where we chose arbitrarily when there are multiple choices. Note
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that x0 is a possible first experiment that the greedy forward algorithm would
choose to schedule at time t0 . Define s0 to be the state at time t0 that results
immediately after x0 is scheduled. We claim that there is a feasible schedule for
the remaining experiments A0 = A − {x0 } from s0 . Under this claim, since |A0 | = n,
the forward greedy algorithm will find a completion of a feasible schedule for A0
from s0 , which yields the desired inductive hypothesis.
It remains to prove the above claim. By our assumption that A had a feasible
schedule, we can let T be one such schedule, where T (x) assigns a start time to
each x ∈ A. Without loss of generality, we assume that there is no gap between
each scheduled experiment. For any given schedule, this can be simply achieved by
delaying the starting points so that on each lab the experiments get executed back
to back and the last one finished exactly at the horizon. Now, if T (x0 ) = t0 then
the claim is satisfied trivially. Otherwise T (x0 ) > t0 , meaning that x0 is scheduled
later than its earliest possible start time t0 . If under the schedule T there are
still enough resources and labs at time t0 to start x0 , we can simply modify T by
setting T (x0 ) = t0 , which maintains the feasibility of T and thus satisfies the claim.
The remaining case, is when under schedule T there are not enough resources
and/or labs at t0 to set T (x0 ) = t0 and have T remain feasible. This implies that
there is some set of experiments Y that T starts at t0 , which use resources or labs
needed by x0 . Let {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xm } be the partition of experiments implied by
the partition cost function and assume without loss of generality that x0 falls in
X1 . Pick an arbitrary y 0 ∈ Y . We can simply swap x0 and y 0 to produce a new
schedule that is feasible and hence satisfies the claim. To see this, consider the case
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where y 0 is also in X1 . Then they have the same resource requirements and can be
trivially swapped. If y 0 is not in X1 , then the only common resource requirements
are resources that are required by all experiments and not any partition specific
resources. Thus it is again trivial to swap x0 and y 0 and maintain a feasible schedule
T that satisfies the claim.
Feasibility under r-Uniform Cost Functions. While the forward greedy
algorithm does not work for the more general class of r-uniform cost functions, we
now show that feasibility can still be efficiently tested. The algorithm, which we will
call the Backward Greedy Algorithm, consists of two parts: 1) Minimization, where
given the state s, we produce a minimized state, denoted s∗ , which includes all the
minimal resources and productions required for the problem, 2) Backward Greedy
Scheduling, where guided by information in s∗ , we greedily schedule experiments
from the last possible time to the earliest time. Below we detail these two steps
and then prove the correctness of the algorithm for r-uniform costs.
Given a state s at time step t, the minimization step creates a new state s∗
with minimal resources by either removing some amount of resources available at
time t and/or reducing the amount of resources produced by currently running
production actions (possibly decreasing to zero). we compute the total amount
of each resource required to schedule experiments in A by summing the resource
requirements. For each resource i if the requirement is met at time t, we remove
any excess of that resource at time t and also remove any production actions for
resource i afterwards since they are not needed. If there is not a sufficient amount
of resource i at time t, we process the production actions for that resource from
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latest production time to earliest and remove the action if it is not necessary or
reduce its amount to exactly meet the requirement. The result is a new state s∗
where the minimal requirement amount of resources will be available or produced
and resources are produced as early as possible via production actions that were
in s. A key property of s∗ is that if A is feasible for s, it is also feasible for s∗ .
This is true due to the fact that resources are made available in s∗ via the earliest
possible productions in s.
The key idea is to notice that all resources produced in s∗ must be consumed
completely by any schedule. In particular, any feasible schedule must use the
product of the final production action before the horizon. For this reason we
schedule experiments backwards in time with a priority based on experiments
consuming resources that are produced later in time. So, the experiments in A that
consume the latest provided resource(s) are the first candidate(s) to get scheduled
(in backward order). If more than one production action finishes at the same time,
then the experiments that use the higher number of resource types are the first
priority since they consume more of the resources that need to be used first. If
there are multiple experiments that use the same number of latest arriving resource
types then we prioritize among those experiments by moving to the second latest
production action finishing time, and give preference to those that use the most
of those resource types. We keep prioritizing the experiments this way until ts . If
at the end there are multiple highest priority experiments we pick one arbitrarily.
The highest priority experiment is then schedule for the latest possible start time.
After scheduling, the resources consumed by the experiment are removed and the
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process repeats to schedule the second latest experiments. We now show that this
approach is sound and complete for r-uniform costs.
Proposition 2 For any r-uniform cost function C, any set of experiments A, and
any state s, the greedy backward algorithm correctly decides whether A is feasible
for state s.
Proof. The algorithm initially transforms s to s∗ . If the algorithm provides a
feasible schedule for A for s∗ , then A is clearly feasible for s. So, it remains to
prove the converse.
We use induction on the size of the set of experiments A. The base case |A| = 1
is trivial. If A is feasible from s∗ , then the single experiment x0 can be started any
time before the horizon H. The greedy backward algorithm will also start x0 at a
time H − τ and hence find a feasible schedule.
For the inductive case, we assume that for any feasible A the greedy backward
algorithm will find a feasible schedule for A from s (and hence s∗ ) where |A| ≤ n.
Now assume that A has size n + 1 and has a feasible schedule from a state s and
s∗ with associated time ts . Let t0 = H − τ the last time point that an experiment
can be scheduled having sufficient resources. Let x0 be an experiment with the
highest priority observed by the greedy backward algorithm. Assuming that there
is a feasible schedule T for A, we claim that there is also a feasible schedule for
A0 = A − {x0 } given that x0 is scheduled to execute at time t0 on one of the labs.
If such a schedule exists then based on the induction step the greedy backward
algorithm will also find a feasible schedule since |A0 | = n.
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Now, if T (x0 ) = t0 then the claim holds trivially. Otherwise T (x0 ) < t0 , meaning
that x0 is scheduled before its latest possible start time t0 . If under the schedule T
there is a lab available from t0 to H, then we can simply push the starting point of
x0 in T to t0 and satisfy the claim. Otherwise it means all of the labs are occupied
by some set of experiments Y at t0 . Pick an arbitrary y 0 ∈ Y . Since all of the
experiments have the same execution time, we know that no other experiment can
be scheduled after t0 . Therefore, we can simply push the start time of y 0 forward so
that it ends exactly at H. But this means that y 0 has all of its required resources
at time t0 . As a result, y 0 would have the same highest priority as x0 following
the greedy backward algorithm. This only happens if both x0 and y 0 use the same
number of resource types; and any time that a required resource type for y 0 is
delivered, at the exact same time a required resource type of x0 also gets delivered.
In other words, we can swap x0 and y 0 and maintain a feasible schedule T that
satisfies the claim.

2.5 State Evaluation Approximation Bound
We now draw on the theory of greedy submodular optimization [23], which provides
approximation bounds for greedy optimization of sets as is done for our heuristic
leaf evaluation function. Our results partly rely on viewing G(X, y ∗ ) as a set
function of X and showing that it is a monotone increasing and submodular set
function.
Here we outline the main concepts needed; the reader can refer to [18] for a
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full review of submodularity. A set function is submodular if it has a diminishing
returns property. The function is monotone if adding to a set never decreases the
functions value.
Definition 2 (Monotonicity) A function f : 2X −→ < is monotone increasing
if for every A ⊆ B ⊆ X , f (A) ≤ f (B).
Definition 3 (Submodularity) A function f : 2X −→ < is submodular if for
every A ⊆ B ⊆ X and for every x ∈ X \ B, f (A ∪ x) − f (A) ≥ f (B ∪ x) − f (B).
Simply put, a set function is monotone increasing if adding elements to a set
never decreases the function’s value. And, Submodularity can be thought of as a
type of diminishing returns property.
Proposition 3 For any value of y ∗ , G(·, y ∗ ) is a monotone and submodular set
function for a Gaussian Process prior over the unknown function f .
Proof. We first introduce some notations and definitions. Any mapping from
all experiments to their possible outcomes is called a realization φ. We say that
outcomes of a set of experiments A (i.e. YA = {yxi } where xi ∈ A) are a partial
realization consistent with a φ if they are equal over the set A and we write YA ∼ φ.
And lastly, YB is a subrealization of YA if and only if B ⊆ A and YA and YB are
both consistent with some realization φ and we write YB ⊆ YA .
Monotonicity: Given a partial realization YX and any experiment x0 , we have
max{Ix∈X (yx − y ∗ )} ≤ max{Ix∈X (yx − y ∗ ) , I (yx0 − y ∗ )}
= max{Ix∈X∪{x0 } (yx − y ∗ )}
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where y ∗ is any arbitrary reference point. Since this inequality holds for any partial
realization and p (yx |D)) ≥ 0,
E [max{Ix∈X (yx − y ∗ )}] ≤ max{Ix∈X∪{x0 } (yx − y ∗ )}
⇒ G(X, y ∗ ) ≤ G(X ∪ {x0 }, y ∗ ) for ∀x0
Submodularity: We need to show:
G (X1 ∪ {x0 }, y ∗ ) − G (X1 , y ∗ ) ≥ G (X2 ∪ {x0 }, y ∗ ) − G (X2 , y ∗ )
for ∀X1 ⊆ X2 ⊆ X and x0 ∈ X \ X2 . For the case that X1 = X2 the marginal
benefits of adding an experiment to each set is clearly the same. So consider the
more interesting case where |X1 | = m < |X2 | = n that is X1 is a proper subset
of X2 . Since G is the expected improvement of a set, the order of the elements
of the set does not affect the objective. Therefore, for any experiment x0 without
loss of generality we can write X2 ∪ {x0 } = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xm , xm+1 , . . . , xn , x0 } where
X1 = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xm }. Now for any partial realization YX2 ∪{x0 } , YX1 ⊆ YX2 and we
have:
max{Ix∈X2 (yx −y ∗ ), I(yx0 −y ∗ )} = max{Ix∈X1 (yx −y ∗ ), Ix∈X2 \X1 (yx −y ∗ ), I(yx0 −y ∗ )}
To calculate the marginal benefit of adding x0 to X2 , only the cases count where
I(yx0 − y ∗ ) is greater than both Ix∈X1 (yx − y ∗ ) and Ix∈X2 \X1 (yx − y ∗ ). Whereas
to calculate the marginal benefit of adding x0 to X1 , I(yx0 − y ∗ ) only needs to
be greater than Ix∈X1 (yx − y ∗ ). Note that a Gaussian prior is assumed over the
underlying function and that adding new elements to a set can only decrease the
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variance on the other elements. Therefore, the existence of {xm+1 , . . . , xn } in X2
not only might result in I(yx0 − y ∗ ) getting dominated by Ix∈X2 \X1 (yx − y ∗ ) but
it might also decrease the variance at the point x0 which means lower chances of
observing larger outcomes for yx0 . Also note that p({yx1 , yx2 , . . . , yxm }|YX1 ∼ φ) =
p({yx1 , yx2 , . . . , yxm }|YX2 ∼ φ). Combining these observations implies that:


E Ix∈X2 ∪{x0 } (yx − y ∗ ) − Ix∈X2 (yx − y ∗ ) ≤


E Ix∈X1 ∪{x0 } (yx − y ∗ ) − Ix∈X1 (yx − y ∗ )


E Ix∈X2 ∪{x0 } (yx − y ∗ ) − E [Ix∈X2 (yx − y ∗ )] ≤


E Ix∈X1 ∪{x0 } (yx − y ∗ ) − E [Ix∈X1 (yx − y ∗ )]
G(X2 ∪ {x0 }, y ∗ ) − G(X2 , y ∗ ) ≤ G(X1 ∪ {x0 }, y ∗ ) − G(X1 , y ∗ )
If there were no resource constraints then the standard (1 − e−1 ) approximation
result for greedy submodular optimization would hold [23]. That is, our greedy
approach for optimizing the set would be within a factor of (1 − e−1 ) of optimal.
In our case, however, the sets being optimized over must satisfy the feasibility
constraints, and the greedy algorithm can only add experiments subject to those
constraints. Thus, this standard result does not apply. Instead we draw on work
that considers submodular optimization under matroid constraints. An approximation result in [11] states that if constraints on sets X can be defined as an
intersection of p matroids, then the greedy algorithm, in our case selecting X̂,
achieves a 1/(p + 1) factor approximation guarantee compared to the best possible
set of experiments X ∗ . It remains to characterize p for the above mentioned sets
of constraints.
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Definition 4 (Matroid) A matroid M is an ordered pair (X , I) consisting of a
finite set X and a collection I ⊆ 2X such that: 1) ∅ ∈ I 2) For A ⊂ B ⊆ X and
B ∈ I, then A ∈ I, and 3) If A and B are in I and |B| > |A|, then there exists
x ∈ B \ A such that A ∪ {x} ∈ I.
Depending on the cost function C, the constraints on the experiments can form
a very different solution space. And in general, the resource constraints will not
be a single matroid. For r-uniform and partition cost functions, however, we can
show the following.
Proposition 4 For any given leaf state s and search horizon Hs , let I ⊆ 2X be
all subsets of X that are feasible. In other words, it is possible to schedule and run
them before the horizon given the current resources and the ones that will become
available. If C is r-uniform, then I can be represented as the intersection of |R|
matroids. If, in addition, C is a partition cost function then (X , I) is a single
matroid.
Proof. r-uniform Cost Functions. We start with the r-uniform cost functions. For any i = {1, . . . , |R|}, let Ii be all sets of experiments that can be
scheduled by time Hs − τ (i.e. can be finished by the horizon) with the condition that each experiment at the scheduled time t only needs to have the required
amount of resource i i.e. {x | 0 ≤ Ci (x) ≤ rit }. We show that (X , Ii ) forms a
matroid. The null set can clearly be scheduled since it does not consume any resources nor takes any time to run. Therefore, ∅ ∈ Ii . Consider any two arbitrary
sets A and B where A ⊂ B ⊆ X and B ∈ Ii . To schedule the smaller set A, we can
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use the same schedule as for the set B and simply remove the experiments that do
not belong to A from it. Therefore, A ∈ Ii . Now consider any two arbitrary sets
A and B in Ii for which |B| > |A|. Since B ∈ Ii , it is possible to schedule all of
its experiments while satisfying the minimum requirement for resource i. Denote
this schedule by SB . Since the cost function is r-uniform, any experiment that uses
resource i uses the same amount. And since the time duration of all experiments
is the same (i.e. τ ), we can start replacing the experiments of B in SB by the
experiments of A one at a time. After all the experiments in A get scheduled,
since |B| > |A| there must exist an experiment in B say x∗ that does not belong
to A. This means that x∗ ∈ {B \ A} and it is possible to schedule it along with
other experiments in A without violating any of the constraints. In other words,
x∗ ∈ {B \ A} and A ∪ {x∗ } ∈ Ii . Therefore, (X , Ii ) is a matroid for any i. Note
T
that by definition |R|
i=1 Ii gives us all the sets of experiments that can be scheduled
T
while satisfying all the resource requirements. This means (X , |R|
i=1 Ii ) is indeed
the intersection of |R| matroids providing us with the feasible experiment space.
Partition Cost Functions. Now we show that having partition cost functions would result in a single matroid. To do so, first let I be all feasible sets of
experiments. Similar to the argument above, the first axiom is vacuously true i.e.
∅ ∈ Ii . Moreover, for any two sets A and B such that A ⊂ B ⊆ X and B ∈ I,
A must be in I. This is because if there is a schedule for the larger set B that is
feasible, the same schedule can be used for any subset of B with idle time for the
experiments that do not belong to the subset. And, we know the resource requirements for each experiment are satisfied since we are following the same schedule
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as for the set B and running fewer experiments and therefore less resource.
Now consider arbitrary sets A and B in I where |B| > |A|. Since A, B ∈ I,
there exist schedules SA and SB that allow us to run A and B while satisfying the
given constraints. Note that for any schedule we can push back the experiments
freely as long as they do not overlap and we do not pass the horizon. This is
because if an experiment can consume its allocated resources at some specific
time, it can do so any time later. So, we push back all the experiments in both
schedules as much as possible. This means we will not have any gap between the
experiments and the last experiment on each lab finishes right at the horizon. Now
without loss of generality, we reassign the scheduled experiments among the labs
as evenly as possible for both schedules. To do so, assume the first experiment
xi of the schedule starts at time t1 . If there is an available lab at time t1 + τ
(< Hs ), we reassign xi to the lab and as before push the experiment back as
much as possible. Adding τ to the time of first scheduled experiment is to see
whether or not reassigning the experiment to another lab actually help spread the
experiments more evenly. We repeat the process until no further experiment can
be reassigned. After completing the process on both schedules, the new schedules
SA ∗ and SB ∗ will have at most d|B|/Le e and d|A|/Le e experiments on each lab
respectively (where d.e is the ceiling function).
Now since |B| > |A|, there must be a time slot starting at time say t1 in SA ∗
that is empty but is occupied by an experiment say xB1 in SB ∗. If xB1 could be
added to SA ∗ (i.e. there are enough resources to do so) then we are done. If not, it
means that the required resources by xB1 are consumed by another experiment in
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SA ∗. Note that at any point in time, the number of experiments scheduled in SB ∗ is
at least the same as the ones scheduled in SA ∗. Therefore, at time t1 we know that
there are enough shared resources to run xB1 . This means the missing resources
are specific to the partition that xB1 belongs to. So, there must be an experiment
xA1 from the same partition as xB1 somewhere in SA ∗. We replace the empty time
slot in SA ∗ with xA1 and fix it i.e. we do not consider this experiment for swapping
later on. Then compare the new empty time slot in SA ∗ with its counterpart in
SB ∗ say xB2 . If the experiment in SB ∗ could be scheduled in SA ∗, we are done.
Otherwise, following the same argument there must be an experiment xA2 in SA ∗
that belongs to the same partition as xB2 . As before, we swap the empty slot with
the xA2 and fix it. Since we fix the experiments in SA ∗ after each replacement,
the swapping process must eventually end (at most after |A| exchanges). We know
that |B| > |A|, therefore there must exist a partition j in which the number of
elements in B is greater than the number of elements in A (i.e. |Bj | > |Aj |). This
means that there must exist an experiment xBj 6∈ Aj . Since all the experiments in
|Bj | are feasible, xBj can be added to A and A ∪ {xBj } would still remain feasible.
This completes the proof.
Thus, we see that for r-uniform and partition cost functions the feasible experiment sets can be represented by |R| and a single matroid(s) respectively, which
combined with Proposition 1 gives the following result.
Theorem 1 For any leaf state s and y ∗ , it holds that G(X̂, y ∗ ) ≥ α · G(X ∗ , y ∗ ),
where α =

1
|R|+1

for r-uniform cost functions and α =

1
2

for partition cost functions.
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2.6 Empirical Results
In this section, we evaluate the algorithms introduced in this paper and compare
the results to various baseline heuristics. We tried to consider a setting that
emulates our motivating Fuel Cell problem as close as possible.
GP Model. Our approach and our baselines require a posterior over the
unknown function f , for which we use Gaussian Process (GP) priors with zeromean Gaussian noise-free models. The space of experiments X used in our benchmarks include both real-valued and discrete attributes (usually indicate the type
of an experiment). We currently handle discrete attributes by maintaining one
GP over real-valued attributes for each discrete attributes (i.e. types of experiments). More sophisticated GP models could be used for larger numbers of discrete attributes. The co-variance function of each GP is given by a Gaussian kernel

1
k x − x0 k2 , with signal variance σ = 1. In all of our exK(x, x0 ) = σ exp − 2w
periments we used the kernel width w = 0.05. Depending on the application in
hand, one can use any parameter selection approach desired. We found these fixed
parameter values work just fine for the purpose of this work.
Unless otherwise specified, the time horizon is H = 90 days in all experiments
and there are 5 experimental labs (Le = 5) and 2 resource production lines (Lp =
2). Four different production time settings [5, 7, 11], [11, 7, 5], [8, 8, 8] and [7, 11,
7] are used to evaluate the performance of the introduced algorithms. Production
time [5, 7, 11] means that producing resources 1 through 3 takes 5, 7 and 11
days respectively. These settings roughly have the average time of 8 days but
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are distributed in different patterns to cover a vast range of possible scenarios.
Our results report the average regret (over 50 runs) achieved by each method
throughout the 90 day duration.
Benchmarks Quantitatively comparing BO algorithms in real-world laboratories is not practical. In particular, the real laboratory experimentation process can
only be done once due to time and resource constraints, which does not allow for
repeated BO algorithm runs that would be required for comparison. We address
this problem in two ways.
Synthetic Benchmarks: We designed benchmarks that emulate the resource
structure of our motivating fuel cell problem and other domains, but use synthetic
functions to simulate experimental outcomes. Each benchmark is modeled as having three types of experiments, e.g. each using a different strain of bacteria. Each
experiment type corresponds to one of three well-known BO benchmark functions:
Rastrigin, Rosenbrock, and Cosines defined over [−1, 1]2 . Thus, each experiment x
is three dimensional with one discrete and two real-valued attributes. The experiment duration is uniformly τ = 6 days. Moreover, to evaluate the generalizability
of our algorithm, we consider a setting where each experiment corresponds to a
higher dimensional function. These benchmark functions are: Rosenbrock, Hartman6 and Styblinski defined over [0, 1]6 . In other words, each experiment has one
discrete and six real valued attributes.
We consider two types of resource structure. The first, Independent, which
includes one resource for each of the three experiments types. Each experiment
consumes a unit amount of its corresponding resource. The production action for
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each resource produces three units each time it is run and the durations of the
actions are specified by a vector [τ1 , τ2 , τ3 ], where τi gives the number of days required to produce resource Ri . The second resource structure, Shared, is similar
to Independent, but also includes a fourth resource, which is shared by all experiments. Each experiment consumes 0.5 units of the fourth resource in addition to
the single unit of its type specific resource.
Composite Production Benchmark: We developed a benchmark that simulates
the problem of minimizing the Poisson’s ratio of different composites that can be
used for the same purpose. In the case of wind turbine blade, different materials can
be used both for polymer matrix e.g. epoxy and vinyl ester and reinforcing agent
e.g. glass fiber and carbon fiber [20]. We considered three different fiber/matrix
modulus ratios representing three different types of composites. And the varying
components are fiber volume fraction and fiber/matrix interface. Depending on the
type of composite, obtaining the required constituents and preparing the composite
takes different amount of time. We model this by having one resource for each
type of composite. Measuring the Poisson’s ratio of a composite material is a
standard procedure that takes the same amount time regardless of the material
type. Although in reality when the materials are selected the production costs are
fixed, for completeness we considered a range of possible scenarios.
Nitrogen Production Benchmark: We also developed a benchmark that simulates the maximization of nitrogen production of the bacterium, Nitrosomonas europaea, by varying the amount of CO and HCO3 intake. We used a genome-scale
mathematical model to simulate the metabolic network and biochemical activity in
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order to generate simulated experimental outcomes. The discrete experiment variable indicates which form of nitrogen is being considered for optimization, either
N O, N2 O, or N2 . The resource structure is based on the preparation of different
measuring devices for each nitrogen form. We model this by having one resource
per form of nitrogen. Similar to the Composite Production benchmark, we considered four possible scenarios for completeness. The setup for N2 experiments is
estimated to be approximately 1/3 more costly than for N O and N2 O which are
roughly equal. Our evaluation reflects this structure.
Baseline Policies. We consider multiple baselines to select what resource to
produce when a ProdLine becomes available. Random Selection randomly chooses
a production action. Least First (LF) selects the resource with the lowest amount
available. Current EI selects the unavailable resource associated with the current
highest expected improvement. Oracle uses knowledge of which type of experiment
leads to the global optimum and produces those resources. Clearly, this is not
possible in real life scenarios since the best type of experiment is unknown. But
in our case, it provides us with the best planning possible and a lower bound on
the regrets. We call this algorithm Oracle.
Impact of Depth and Leaf Evaluation. We first consider the impact of the
resource depth d of the search tree and the leaf evaluation function on our method.
Fig. 2.2 shows results of our tree search method for d = 1, 2, 3 without the leaf
evaluation function, and for d = 1 with the leaf evaluator (d = 2, 3 with the leaf
evaluation were almost identical to d = 1). We see that when leaf evaluation is not
used, increasing the d improves the overall performance which is expected. The
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distinction is more clear for the cases [11, 7, 5] and [7, 11, 7]. Interestingly, d = 1
with leaf evaluation is almost never worse and sometimes better than even d = 3
without leaf evaluation. For the setting [7, 11, 7], we can see that the depth-3 search
tree performs slightly better that the d = 1 with the leaf evaluator between day 25
and 60 but gets dominated after. Also note that these minor differences can be due
to the inherent randomness of BO. Further, d = 1 achieves this performance at a
much smaller computational cost. These results suggest that the dominating factor
in performance is the leaf evaluation function, which provides a computationally
cheaper way of evaluating the long-term impact of decisions compared to increasing
the depth.
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Figure 2.2: Different depths of the search tree and the role of leave evaluation.
Comparing to Baselines. Figure 2.3 (first row) compares our method for
d = 1 and leaf evaluation to the baselines for the Independent resource scenario.
We first observe that our approach outperforms all non-oracle baselines, noting
that the relative ordering of baselines varies with scenario. In addition, we see that
our approach achieves nearly the same performance as oracle. Random Selection
performs mostly the worst which is not surprising since this policy does not take
into account any prior information to select a production action. For the case
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[5, 7, 11], a further in time look ahead system is required to detect that the third
resource is more promising. Therefore, the other two baselines i.e. Least First and
Current EI which consider the current information rather than trying to predict
the future performs poorly and behave almost similar to random selection.
Mutli-resource Requirement: To explore the capability of our algorithm, we
also consider a case where each type of experiment consumes multiple resources
at the same time. A new type of resource is added to the resource set R. The
production time for this resource is 8 days and similar to the other resources,
it gets produced in 3 unit batches. Each type of experiment then requires half
unit of the new resource in addition to one unit of previously assigned resource.
This is a more complicated scenario than before and no obvious “Oracle” method
is available. Figure 2.3 (second row) illustrates the dominance of the proposed
method to the other baselines. Note that in this case, to run any experiment there
need to be two types of resources available. As a result, growing a depth-1 search
tree would not allow us to correctly identify the two resources that lead to global
optimum. Therefore to get the best result we use the d = 2 with the leaf evaluator.
In all the settings, Current EI performs consistently better than Least First which
in turn takes over the Random Selection policy.
Scalability: To investigate how well this method generalize to bigger problems,
we increase the number of ExpLabs and ProdLines by a factor of 2. Figure 2.3
(third row) demonstrates the performance of the baseline functions, our method
and the Oracle. Except for Figure 2.3(j) where all the baselines behave similarly,
Random Policy performs the worst. Our method consistently provides smaller av-
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Figure 2.3: Synthetic function experiments using different resource models. (First
Row) Independent resource structure. (Second Row) Shared resource structure.
(Third Row) Double capacity structure. (Forth Row) 6 dimensional structure
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erage regret and is comparable to the Oracle. Observe that although our method
outperforms non-oracle baselines, the margin here is tighter compare to the smaller
capacity settings. We believe that this is due to the availability of more concurrency. Also note that in Figure 2.3(j), our method shows smaller average regret
than the Oracle around day 37. This is a result of stochastic nature of Bayesian
Optimization and should not attribute to the planning aspect.
All the problems that we have considered so far had two real-valued attributes.
Note that increasing the dimensionality would increase the experiment space exponentially and the problem soon gets intractable. For this reason, we use the
DIRECT package [10] to maximize our functions of interest such as the expected
improvement. This allows us to run our algorithm on higher dimensional problems
in a reasonable amount of time without losing much accuracy. Figure 2.3 (forth
row) shows the comparison between our method and other baselines. As we can
see our method outperforms the non-oracle baseline functions consistently. And
except for the time setting [11, 7, 5] where Least First and Current EI are intertwined, the Current EI dominates the Least First which in turn outperforms
Random. Note that our method performs as good and sometimes even better that
the Oracle (e.g. time setting [8, 8, 8]). We believe this is due to the stochasticity of
BO; and possibly the outcome of some experiments (not corresponding to the best
resource) might have lead the EI to explore more promising areas in the response
function with the global optimum.
Composite: Figure 2.4 (first row) shows the results for the composite domain.
Except for the setting [5, 7, 11], Random performs worst and then all other algo-
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rithm perform very similarly. This is possibly due to the distribution of Poisson’s
ratio over the solution space. The minimum values of Poisson’s ratio of all three
composite materials are very close making it harder to pick the more promising one
in the early stages. Additionally, if we ranked the composites based on the majority
of Poisson’s ratio values associated with them, this ranking would not necessarily
be the same order as the rank of minimum Poisson’s ratio values associated with
them. For instance, the global minimum in this example belongs to the third composite whereas the majority of Poisson’s ratio values of the second composite are
smaller compare to the ones of the third composite. These two conditions result in
all the algorithms to perform similarly and not be able to find the best composite
faster than Random. Since the third composite achieves the global minimum, the
setting [5, 8, 11] is the most challenging case among the four scenarios since we get
to see the Poisson’s ratios associated with the third composite less often. In this
scenario, the behaviors of all the baselines including Random are indistinguishable
but our approach performs slightly better suggesting that the leaf evaluation does
a better job predicting the best composite. Since the Oracle is not aware of the
first two composites, the average regret shown at the starting point which is based
on the initial observations is higher than the other methods’ where they consider
all three composites to calculate the regret. This is also because the majority of
data points for the third composite is higher than the other two’s. This would give
higher regret values in the earlier stages until eventually the algorithm gets to the
promising area around the global minimum where the regrets get smaller compare
to the regrets obtained by other methods.
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Figure 2.4: The original (First Row) and shifted (Second Row) composite problems
To avoid the conditions we faced in the original settings, we shifted the Poisson’s ratio values associated with each composite small enough so that the majority
of the values for each composite follow the same pattern as the minimum values
for each composite. In other words, if the global minimum belongs to the first
composite (which is actually true in this case), then the majority of the Poisson’s
ratios that we get from this composite is also smaller than the majority of the data
points that we get from other composites. Figure 2.4 (second row) shows the average regret plots of all the algorithms over all four production cost scenarios. Now
we can clearly see that different algorithms perform differently and our approach
outperforms all the other baselines by a good margin. Since the best composite in
this case is the first one, production cost [11, 7, 5] is the most challenging scenario
and as a result both Least First and Current EI behaves similarly to Random. In
other three cost settings, Random performs the worst as expected and Current EI
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performs better than Least First. For the settings [5, 7, 11] and [8, 8, 8], Least
First is actually able to catch up halfway with Current EI and their regret curves
intertwine. The results are encouraging and suggest that there may be benefits to
using our method in a laboratory setting.
Figure 2.5 shows the results for the nitrogen domain. We see that our approach outperforms all baselines, except for Current EI, which achieve similar performance. We note that the margin of improvement compared to the non-random
baselines is smaller than for some of the synthetic experiments. We hypothesize
that this is due to the fact that some of the synthetic functions have significantly
more complex response surfaces with more local optima. Overall the results are
encouraging and suggest that there may be benefits to using our method in real
laboratory settings.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of different planning algorithms in the nitrogen production
problem
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Chapter 3

Second Manuscript

3.1 Introduction
In this paper, we study the problem of optimizing an unknown function, f , over
a certain time horizon given an experimental budget. More specifically, at each
point in time we consider running possibly multiple experiments that each take an
input x and return a noisy output f (x) after consuming a certain amount of budget
and time. In other words, as long as the total budget and horizon allows, we can
run as many experiments in parallel as we wish. This would include running all
experiments at the very start or running just one experiment at a time.
Bayesian Optimization (BO) is a popular framework for optimizing costlyto-evaluate functions. BO assumes a prior over functions and derives heuristics
from the posterior that aim to optimize the function as efficiently as possible [6].
Typically BO assumes that the process of selecting experiments takes place in a
sequential manner, either one experiment at a time or in pre-specified, fixed batch
sizes. It is also common to assume that all experiments require the same time
duration to run. In many applications, however, it is possible and desirable to
perform multiple experiments in parallel without pre-specifying the batch size or
assuming a uniform time duration across experiments. Further, there may be no
inherent upper bound on the number of experiments that can be run in parallel.
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As an example, if experiments correspond to running costly simulations of
molecular dynamics, cloud computing offers practically unlimited parallelism and
computation time depends on the molecule being simulated and even factors such
as random initial conditions. Of course, the total amount of overall computation
is limited by the allocated computational budget and the time horizon by which
an answer is required. In this paper, we formulate a BO model that captures such
domains. In particular, we consider a version of budgeted BO where an arbitrary
numbers of experiments can be run in parallel, each having potentially different
runtimes, subject to constraints on the total cost of experiments and optimization
time horizon. To the best of our knowledge, no existing approach handles this BO
model, since they either assume fixed parallelism [1, 8, 13, 12] or a relatively small
bound on parallelism and constant cost across experiments [2].
Fundamental to this BO framework is the need to both select the amount of
parallelism at any time as well as the specific experiments to run given the current
horizon and remaining experimental budget. At one extreme, one might maximize parallelism and consume the entire experimental budget at the start. This
approach, however, fails to leverage results of previous experiments when selecting
new experiments and corresponds to traditional non-adaptive experimental design.
At the other extreme, an algorithm might select just one experiment at a time, as
in purely sequential BO, which may risk not using all of the experimental budget
within the time horizon. Rather, we seek an approach that lies between these
extremes by maximizing the benefit of information from prior experiments while
consuming all of the budget.
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The main contribution of our work is to develop a novel approach for this BO
model. We first consider the case of uniform experimental cost and duration and
show empirically that uniform schedules are as good or better than a variety of
other schedule types. We then extend this to the non-uniform cost setting and
develop a new Monte-Carlo algorithm for scheduling experiments based on the
principle of trying to maintain a notion of stochastic uniformity. We compare this
approach to a number of natural baselines and existing adaptive BO approaches.
The results show that the new approach is state-of-the-art and can substantially
improve optimization results in the unbounded parallelism setting.

3.2 Related Work
There have been a number of prior BO approaches for selecting a sequence of fixedsized batches. Typically batches are constructed by greedily adding experiments
to a batch according to some evaluation function. For example, this often involves
‘hallucinating’ the unknown outcomes of experiments added to a batch, updating
the posterior accordingly and selecting the next experiment according to an existing
BO acquisition function (e.g. expected improvement or UCB) [12, 8, 13].
Several approaches extend this type of greedy strategy to also adaptively select
the batch size over the optimization horizon. One such algorithm that has proven
sub-linear bounds on cumulative regret is Adaptive Upper Confidence Bound (GPAUCB), which grows a batch until a limit is reached on the “the amount of hallucinated information” [8]. In another work, Hybrid Batch BO [3] aims at querying
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more than one point at the time to speed up the experimental process without
losing performance comparing to a purely sequential approach. Neither of these
approaches, however, consider the time horizon and as a result they do not guarantee that all of the available budget is going to get consumed. These approaches
also assume a uniform runtime for all experiments.
The most closely related prior work is the Independent Labs (IL) algorithm [2]
where the duration of experiments are assumed to be independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.). The objective of IL is to run and finish all of the experiments within the time limit with a specified probability guarantee. This approach,
however, does not handle situations where the experimental runtime is not i.i.d.
for all experiments, which does not allow for exploiting runtime information that
varies across experiments. In contrast our approach can leverage such information
in order to make more informed choices about how to best schedule and select
experiments over time.
We consider BO problems where each possible experiment x belongs to a ddimensional space X . Each dimension i describes a continuous property of an experiment and is bounded in [Ai , Bi ]. An unknown real-valued function f : X → <
represents the expected value of the dependent variable after running an experiment. Running an experiment x allows us to observe a possibly noisy outcome
y = f (x) + , where  is a random noise term. The goal of BO is to find an experiment x in X that approximately optimizes f by requesting a limited number of
experiments and observing their outcomes.
In the batch BO setting, at each point in time t, multiple experiments can
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be running simultaneously. Let Xt denote the finite batch, or set, of experiments
that are running at time t. Also, let X0:t denote the union of all experiments that
completed running before time t or are currently running at time t. Unlike most
work with a fixed batch size, i.e. |Xt | = k for all t, we allow |Xt | to vary with time.
Our budgeted BO model constrains the selection of |Xt | by specifying a maximum experimental budget B and time horizon H. In particular, we are provided
with a cost function C, which gives the cost C(x) of running experiment x. The
total cost of all experiments started within the horizon must not exceed B, that
P
is, x∈X0:H C(x) ≤ B. In this work, we model the runtime, or duration, of experiment x as proportional to C(x). This model accurately captures domains such
as our motivating cloud computation example, where the cost of experiments is
dominated by a price per unit time (e.g. CPU time). While not fully general,
this is a non-trivial and useful budget model that no prior work directly handles.
Finally, only experiments that are started and finished before the horizon H are
considered as potential solutions to be returned by the BO process. Thus, in order
to avoid wasting resources, it is important to select batches in a way such that the
experimental budget is fully consumed and all experiments completed before time
H.
States and Policies. In general, we seek a policy for deciding at any time
t whether to start one or more new experiments and if so, which experiment to
start. This policy is a function of the experimental state st = (Dt , Bt , Xt ) at
time t, which contains the set Dt of experiment-outcome pairs for experiments
completed by time t, the remaining budget Bt , and the set Xt of currently running
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experiments along with the time remaining for each of them. Further, we say a
state st is a decision state if at least one experiment finished running at time t,
yielding new information. A BO policy is thus a mapping from decision states to
sets of experiments (possibly empty) that are to be started in the decision state.
It is straightforward to view our constrained BO problem as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP), where the unknown function is the
hidden part of the world state and st is the observable part. However, using
standard POMDP algorithms to find optimal or approximately optimal policies
is impractical due to the enormous size of the corresponding POMDPs and their
continuous nature. Thus, in this work we focus on designing empirically effective
heuristic policies motivated by the effectiveness of existing batch BO algorithms.
In particular, we consider policies that at each decision state with current running experiments Xt does the following: 1) selects a batch size k ≥ |Xt |, and 2) if
k > |Xt |, selects and starts k − |Xt | experiments. The key contribution of this paper is step (1), which we detail in later sections. For step (2) we adapt an existing
method for fixed batch sizes, which is quite effective in our experience. In particular, we use the µ-constant approach [12] with weighted expected improvement
(EI) [28] as the acquisition function.
In more detail, step (2) greedily selects and immediately starts one experiment
at a time, effectively adding it to Xt , until the batch size is k. Each greedy step
selects the experiment that has the maximum weighted EI (i.e. EI normalized
by experiment cost). Normally EI is computed based on a posterior derived from
outcomes of completed experiments. In the batch setting, however, we would
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like EI to also reflect information about experiments that are currently running
in Xt . To do this, the µ-constant maintains ‘hallucinated’ output values for all
experiments that are currently running in Xt , which is equal to the posterior
mean. Note that when an experiment finishes and its true output is observed,
we remove its hallucinated data and replace it with the true outcome to get a
more accurate posterior. This correction to the posterior is straightforward using
Gaussian Process models, which we use in our experiments.
In all of our experiments, we use Gaussian Process (GP) priors with zeromean, noise value of 1e-10, and co-variance function defined by a Gaussian kernel

1
k x − x0 k2 with prior signal variance σ 2 = 1. As is usual
K(x, x0 ) = σ 2 exp − 2w
in Bayesian Optimization, we update hyper-parameters of the GP when new data
is available using the standard scikit-learn package.
In the following sections we consider the problem of selecting k in step (1).
First, we present empirical results in the simplified setting of constant experiment
costs, showing that selecting k to uniformly allocate the budget across the horizon is
a highly effective strategy, compared to a variety of others. Second, we generalize
this idea to the variable-cost setting by introducing a new batch size selection
algorithm. This approach is shown to be highly effective in our experiments.

3.3 Constant Costs: Motivating Uniform
Prior work has approached the problem of batch size selection (i.e. selecting k) by
attempting to optimize a heuristic called cumulative prior experiments (CPE) [2].
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Given a schedule of batch sizes, the CPE measures the summation of the number
of completed experiments before each selected experiment. This intuitive measure
aims at maximizing the amount of information used to select experiments as averaged across all experiments. It was shown that a uniform batch schedule (constant
k) maximizes CPE, which motivated their algorithms for finding uniform schedules
with maximum probability of completion (given a known i.i.d. distribution over
durations of experiments) [2]. Note that this criterion is equivalent to selecting
k such that the budget is allocated as uniformly as possible across the horizon,
which is a viewpoint that we will take here.
That work, however, did not empirically show that selecting k to achieve uniform budget allocation is better than other alternatives. Indeed, it is reasonable to
imagine other schedules for k leading to better performance in some contexts. For
example, at the beginning of experimentation when little information is known,
it may make sense to use significant parallelism to reduce the overall uncertainty
and to then reduce parallelism as time goes on to more precisely exploit information from prior experiments. To the best of our knowledge, there has not been
prior work that systematically investigates different types of batch-size schedules
to show relative empirical advantages. The rest of this section is devoted to such
an investigation for the case of fixed cost/duration experiments.
We define the Uniform policy for selecting k to be the policy that always selects
the minimum k value that allows all experiments to finish within the horizon. In
the constant experiment cost setting, all experiments have the same cost c (and
also runtime). Thus, given a budget B we can determine the maximum number
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of experiments that can be run n = bB/cc, which is the number that must be
completed before the horizon. It is straightforward to compute such minimum k
value.
A key question is whether there are alternative budget allocations across the
horizon that significantly outperform the simple Uniform policy. Here we provide
some representative experiments that compare Uniform to four other qualitatively
different allocation policies: 1) Increasing — starts with a small number of experiments and doubles the batch size at each decision point. The starting value
is computed to allow for the doubling pattern to be maintained throughout the
horizon while consuming all the budget; 2) Decreasing — the temporal reversal of
Increasing; 3) Dome-Shape — starts with an Increasing policy till we reach the
mid-point of the horizon and then switches to a Decreasing policy until the horizon; and 4) U-Shape — starts with a Decreasing policy and switches to Increasing
at the horizon mid-point.
We considered eight commonly used benchmark functions for this comparison.
The functions include Griewank (2D), Shubert (2D), Three Hump Camel (2D),
Rastrigin (3D), Styblinski (4D), Ackley (4D) and Hartmann6 (6D) where (*D)
represents the dimension of the function [14]. The cost of running each experiment
is fixed and identical. The total budget for 2D functions is 60 experiments and 90
for the higher dimensional functions. Each experiment is modeled to take one day
to complete and the horizons considered are 6 and 14 days. More values for the
time horizon have been examined, but the results were similar. Note that since
we start on day one, each horizon H allows for H − 1 consecutive experiments
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Horizon = 6
Uniform
Increasing
Decreasing
Dome-Shape
U-Shape
Horizon = 6
Uniform
Increasing
Decreasing
Dome-Shape
U-Shape

Griewank (2D)
0.0031 ± 0.00093
0.0036 ± 0.00094
0.0043 ± 0.00103
0.0055 ± 0.00097
0.0037 ± 0.00109
Rastrigin (3D)
5.27 ± 0.92
5.84 ± 0.86
6.27 ± 0.99
6.30 ± 0.99
6.23 ± 0.91

Shubert (2D)
Three Hump Camel (2D)
39.5475 ± 10.75347
0.0046 ± 0.00150
49.9627 ± 10.07074
0.0055 ± 0.00280
40.1253 ± 10.99561
0.0053 ± 0.00318
49.1103 ± 10.99755
0.0053 ± 0.0028
39.9935 ± 10.31889
0.0049 ± 0.00198
Styblinski (4D) Ackley (4D) Hartmann6 (6D)
18.92 ± 2.99
2.57 ± 0.15
0.47 ± 0.04
21.98 ± 3.05
2.56 ± 0.23
0.58 ± 0.06
22.12 ± 2.68
2.56 ± 0.22
0.47 ± 0.04
21.23 ± 2.57
2.44 ± 0.19
0.49 ± 0.04
21.29 ± 2.97
2.35 ± 0.18
0.48 ± 0.04

Table 3.1: Average regrets with margins of error - different short horizon schedules
with uniform experimental cost
on a single machine. The regret at time t is defined as the distance between the
global optimum and the best outcome observed by then. We start with 3 × dim
randomly selected points, same across all policies, where dim is the dimension of
the function of interest. The reported regrets are produced by averaging the regret
over 50 runs with different initial observations (tables 3.1 & 3.2).
For the shorter horizon i.e. 6 days (table 3.1), we can see that the uniform
reaches the smallest average regret on six out of seven functions. Although, considering the standard deviations, some of these policies are comparable for most
cases. For instance, the standard deviation for Shubert is quite large, however,
Increasing and Dome-Shape policies are performing significantly worse compare to
the others while the rest are performing similarly. The large variation seen here
may be due to the performance of BO with large batch sizes.
For the shorter horizon i.e. 6 days, we can see that the uniform reaches the
smallest average regret on six out of seven functions. Considering confidence intervals we can say that Uniform is never significantly worse than another policy.
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Horizon = 14
Uniform
Increasing
Decreasing
Dome-Shape
U-Shape
Horizon = 14
Uniform
Increasing
Decreasing
Dome-Shape
U-Shape

Griewank (2D)
Shubert (2D)
Three Hump Camel (2D)
0.0010 ± 0.00051 33.5279 ± 8.84331
0.0028 ± 0.00094
0.0028 ± 0.00090
47.4551 ± 11.79518
0.0034 ± 0.00129
0.0030 ± 0.00091
40.1409 ± 11.22702
0.0049 ± 0.00220
0.0032 ± 0.00082
35.2604 ± 8.48272
0.0036 ± 0.00200
0.0027 ± 0.00081
39.2417 ± 10.93521
0.0041 ± 0.00183
Rastrigin (3D)
Styblinski (4D) Ackley (4D) Hartmann6 (6D)
5.43 ± 0.91
17.55 ± 2.37
2.06 ± 0.20
0.36 ± 0.02
6.04 ± 0.96
17.26 ± 2.81
1.93 ± 0.20
0.38 ± 0.03
5.34 ± 0.84
19.61 ± 2.36
2.23 ± 0.22
0.37 ± 0.02
5.44 ± 0.93
16.67 ± 2.50
2.16 ± 0.20
0.35 ± 0.02
5.69 ± 0.98
20.23 ± 2.82
2.17 ± 0.18
0.37 ± 0.04

Table 3.2: Average regrets with margins of error - different longer horizon schedules
with uniform experimental cost
Further, each policy, other than U-Shape is significantly worse than Uniform on
at least one test function. Similar observations hold for horizon 14, expect all
alternative policies in this case are significantly outperformed by Uniform on at
least one function.
Our empirical results for other types of budget allocation policies (not shown
here) in the constant cost setting are similar. Uniform is surprisingly difficult to
improve upon and we have not succeeded in finding such a policy. For example,
we have considered linearly increasing and decreasing variants of the policies here.
We consider finding such a policy that is superior to Uniform either in practice or
theory to be an open question. Although Uniform policy seems to be promising
for constant cost functions, it is not clear if this relative advantage carries over to
the variable-cost experiments. Additionally, none of the above mentioned policies,
including Uniform are well-defined when dealing with variable-cost experiments.
This is because the budget allocation can no longer be decoupled from the experiment selection when cost varies across experiments.
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3.4 Selecting k for Variable-Cost Experiments
We now develop a generalization of the Uniform policy above that is well defined for
the variable-cost experiment setting. The key challenge is that Uniform required
knowledge of how many future experiments n can be run given the current budget,
which allows it to pick a k that distributes experiments evenly throughout the
horizon. This value of n is easy to select for constant costs and does not depend
on the identities of future experiments. In the variable cost setting, we cannot
select a fixed value of n since the total cost of future experiments depends on their
identities, not just the number of future experiments. To address this challenge, we
propose an approach for k selection that uses Monte-Carlo simulation to account
for uncertainty in the number of future experiments.
Monte-Carlo k Selection. Given knowledge of the black-box function f we
can run a deterministic simulation of πk from state st for budget B 0 and horizon
H 0 . We can define a predicate Bk (st , B 0 , H 0 , f ), which returns 1 if the simulation
results in using all of the budget and finishing all selected experiments within the
horizon, otherwise 0 is returned. Given, knowledge of f , the choice of k that most
uniformly distributes the budget while consuming the budget is the minimum value
such that Bk (st , B 0 , H 0 , f ) = 1.
In practice, however, the black-box function is not known, but is rather a random variable f distributed according to the posterior at st . Thus, we can instead
consider the probability Pr (Bk (st , B 0 , H 0 , f ) = 1) that πk successfully consumes
the budget and completes all experiments. Intuitively, if the probability is close
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to one, then we are ensured that with high-probability according to the posterior
that no experimental budget will be wasted within horizon H 0 if we maintain a
constant batch size of k. Rather, if the probability is significantly less than one,
then k is too small to given strong assurance that all of the budget will be used.
This motivates our generalization of Uniform which aims to select the smallest
value of k such that the probability is close to one. This is formalized via the
following optimization problem.

min{k | Pr (Bk (st , B 0 , H 0 , f )) ≥ 1 − }

(3.1)

where  is a probability threshold. Thus, a natural generalization of Uniform is to
solve (3.1) at each decision state and use the selected batch size k.
There does not appear to be a closed form solution for the probability in (3.1)
for any standard probability models used in BO (e.g. Gaussian Processes). However, it is possible to use Monte-Carlo simulation to estimate the probability in
(3.1) by sampling black-box functions from the posterior and simulating πk for each
one. Simulations can be conducted without explicit pre-sampling of functions, but
rather lazily sampling function values as needed during simulations. The probability estimate is then the fraction of simulations such that Bk (st , B 0 , H 0 , f ) = 1.
Details are beyond the scope of this paper.
Practical Implementation: TS-Uniform. The brute-force Monte-Carlo
approach is expensive for three primary reasons. First, the computation used to
select k is run at each decisions state (whenever an experiment ends), which can
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lead to frequent expensive computations. Second, conducting a sufficient number of
Monte-Carlo simulations to accurately estimate Bk is expensive. Third, there can
be many potential values of k to consider, each requiring a Monte-Carlo estimate.
We address these issues below.
To deal with the first issue, rather than recomputing a solution to (3.1) at
each decision state, we instead only compute new values of k at N equally spaced
decision points across the horizon. Thus, between decision points we will use the
most recently selected value of k at all intervening decision states. In particular,
we allocate a budget of B 0 = dH/N e to each of the decision intervals and at the
beginning of each interval solve (3.1) for B 0 and H 0 equal to the time of the next
decision step. This reduces the computation required significantly if the number
of total decision states encountered is large compared to N .
To deal with the second issue of expensive Monte-Carlo simulations, we use
Thompson Sampling (TS) [29] which is a commonly and often effective heuristic for Bayesian inference. TS returns an answer for (3.1) by first sampling a
function f from the posterior and then finding a solution assuming all probability mass is put on f . That is, we find and return the minimum value of k
such that Bk (st , B 0 , H 0 , f ) = 1. The computational savings are significant since
Bk (st , B 0 , H 0 , f ) can be estimated with a single simulation. While not sound in
general we have found TS to be quite effective in our setting. However, TS can
increase the variance of results. Thus, we run multiple rounds of TS, compute the
mean k̄ of the results and return dk̄e.
Finally, to deal with the problem of search through a large set of k values, which
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is expensive even with Thompson Sampling, we use binary search. In particular,
we make the assumption that Bk (st , B 0 , H 0 , f ) is a non-decreasing function of k.
That is, we assume that as the batch size k increases we will not reduce our ability
to spend the experimental budget. While there are pathological examples, where
this assumption can be violated for some batch selection policies, we have never
observed it in practice. Under this assumption, it is straightforward to develop a
binary search procedure for minimizing k.
Our overall algorithms, called TS-Uniform uses binary search at each round of
TS. This algorithm is the primary contribution of the paper and is compared to
natural alternatives and existing approaches below.

3.5 Empirical Results
We now empirically evaluate TS-Uniform. First, similar to our constant-cost experiments we investigate the performance of TS-Uniform’s uniform budget allocation compared to other types of allocations. Second, we compare the performance
of TS-Uniform to other existing adaptive batch algorithms over various settings.
All of our experiments here use a horizon of H = 14 and experiment costs (and
runtimes) are between 0.25 to 1.25 units according to the specified cost functions
(defined below). The total budget is 60 units for the 2D functions and 90 units
for the others. We consider four functions that span different dimensionalities:
Three-hump Camel (2D), Rastrigin (3D), Styblinski-Tang (4D) and Hartmann6
(6D). For all of the algorithms, we start with 3 × dim randomly selected points
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where dim is the dimension of the function of interest. The average regrets are over
50 simulations with each sharing the same initial points for all of the algorithms.
We consider three different types of non-uniform cost functions that are defined
over a bounded d-dimensional solution space: 1) Hyperplane, where the cost function is a sloped hyperplane over the space, 2) Concave, where the cost function
is a sliced concave hypersphere with their maximum located at a selected center
point, and 3) Convex, the convex analog of Concave. Details of the cost function
forms are in the full version of this paper.
To avoid introducing obvious biases, the centers for the Convex and Concave
costs are selected so that they are not located on the global optimum of the underlying functions. These choices reflect qualitatively different cost structures that
can appear in different applications. For instance there are often simulation parameters that can increase/decrease the runtime of experiments in linear and/or
non-linear ways.
TS-Uniform uses N = 6 decision points in all experiments, which means it
divides the horizon into 6 equal sized intervals and selects a value of k to use at
the start of each one. This choice allows at least two consecutive experiments to
be run within each interval.

3.5.1 Varying Budget Allocations
Recall that TS-Uniform allocates the total budget across the N intervals equally.
For example, in our 2D experiments when solving (3.1) for each interval a value of
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Horizon = 14
TS-Uniform
Increasing
Decreasing
Dome-Shape
U-Shape

Three Hump Camel (2D)
Hyperplane
Concave
0.0036 ± 0.00140 0.0030 ± 0.00121
0.0126 ± 0.01957
0.0050 ± 0.00170
0.0059 ± 0.00273
0.0042 ± 0.00226
0.0043 ± 0.00170
0.0059 ± 0.00216
0.0078 ± 0.00532
0.0084 ± 0.00524

Horizon = 14
TS-Uniform
Increasing
Decreasing
Dome-Shape
U-Shape

Horizon = 14
TS-Uniform
Increasing
Decreasing
Dome-Shape
U-Shape

Horizon = 14
TS-Uniform
Increasing
Decreasing
Dome-Shape
U-Shape

Rastrigin
Hyperplane
4.88 ± 0.91
5.34 ± 1.07
5.09 ± 1.00
5.47 ± 1.09
6.98 ± 1.40

(3D)
Concave
7.02 ± 1.22
7.81 ± 1.20
6.91 ± 1.06
8.14 ± 1.31
9.08 ± 1.44

Styblinski-Tang (4D)
Hyperplane
Concave
18.53 ± 2.68
16.03 ± 2.46
18.26 ± 2.61 14.05 ± 2.56
18.39 ± 2.82
14.20 ± 2.79
20.77 ± 2.49
15.55 ± 2.28
23.73 ± 2.97
15.41 ± 2.70
Hartmann6 (6D)
Hyperplane
Concave
0.37 ± 0.02 0.39 ± 0.04
0.40 ± 0.03
0.39 ± 0.04
0.41 ± 0.04
0.42 ± 0.04
0.40 ± 0.03
0.40 ± 0.03
0.49 ± 0.05
0.43 ± 0.04

Convex
0.0025 ± 0.00086
0.0025 ± 0.00136
0.0038 ± 0.00173
0.0021 ± 0.00083
0.0037 ± 0.00128

Convex
2.15 ± 0.39
2.57 ± 0.44
2.22 ± 0.34
2.22 ± 0.35
2.23 ± 0.42

Convex
12.21 ± 2.29
13.03 ± 2.00
12.03 ± 2.05
13.69 ± 2.29
15.13 ± 2.09

Convex
0.37 ± 0.03
0.34 ± 0.02
0.41 ± 0.03
0.35 ± 0.02
0.41 ± 0.05

Table 3.3: The average regret on 4 test functions for different budget allocation
schedules and variable cost functions.
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B 0 = 60/6 = 10 is used. We now consider whether alternative budget allocations
might significantly improve performance.
To generate non-uniform schedules, we allocate different amount of budget to
each decision interval. We use the same set of alternative budget allocation choices
here as used in Section 3.3. Given the alternative budget allocations, we select a
value of k for each intervals using the same procedure as TS-Uniform.
Table 3.3 gives results for the different combinations of cost functions and
budget allocations for each of the test functions. We see that TS-Uniform often
achieves the best mean regret value and according to the confidence intervals is
never significantly worse than other schedules for any configuration. Among the
alternatives to TS-Uniform, there is no clear trend, though U-Shape appears to
have a consistently worse mean regret across the experiments, though not significant according to the confidence intervals.
Overall, these results are similar to the observations for the constant cost setting. This adds to the empirical evidence that uniform budget allocation strategies
are difficult to beat. This leaves us again with some open problems. Is there a theoretical characterization of when uniform allocation strategies are guaranteed to
be high-performing compared to other allocations? Can we develop an allocation
strategy that significantly outperforms uniform allocation?
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3.5.2 Comparing to Existing Alternatives
While there is no existing BO work that directly addresses our setting, here we
adapt a number of existing methods that apply to closely related settings. Below
we first describe these methods and our adaptations. Next we compare their
performance to TS-Uniform.
Hybrid Batch Bayesian Optimization (Hybrid) [3]. This algorithm selects a batch of experiments (possibly of size one) using the µ-constant approach
where the batch size is dynamically determined at each iteration. In particular, the
algorithm will continue to add more experiments to the current batch if a certain
condition is met. The stopping criterion ensures that the posterior is sufficiently
accurate with respect to the experiments in the current batch, which guarantees
the batch algorithm will perform similarly to a sequential algorithm. However, that
approach assumes that experiments have constant cost, which may be violated in
our setting. In addition, the approach does not consider the horizon, which is
critical to consider in our setting. In particular, the approach may not consume
all of the budget before the horizon. To account for this, we altered the approach
so that toward the end of the horizon it is forced to use all of the budget if it has
not done so already. Thus, any performance differences are not due to not using
the full experimental budget.
Adaptive Upper Confidence Bound (AUCB) [8]. This approach adaptively selects a batch size by considering a limit on the amount of information
‘hallucinated’ with respect to the underlying function f .
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The acquisition function used for this algorithm is the upper confidence bound
which has a coefficient of its own that needs to be specified. Similar to Hybrid,
this algorithm also ignores the horizon while making the decision about the batch
sizes and therefore we adapt it in the same way to ensure that all of the budget
is used by the end of the horizon. For this algorithm, the coefficient parameter of
the upper confident bound criterion is 2, which is a robust value in our experience.
Independent Lab Schedules (IL) [2]. Similar to our proposed method,
the idea for this algorithm is also to distribute the work across labs (parallel experiments) as uniformly as possible for the entire experimental time span. Their
setting assumed stochastic experiment durations that were i.i.d. sampled from a
specified distribution. It also assumed knowledge of the number of experiments to
be run (i.e. unit cost experiments).
To make their approach applicable to our setting we estimated an empirical
distribution of experiment costs/durations for each cost function and provided this
to the algorithm. In addition we specified the number of experiments, which is
required by IL, to be the total budget divided by the average cost of an experiment.
Comparisons. Since all of these algorithms select experiments in a sequential
fashion (even to collect a batch), we plotted the average regrets against the number
of observed outcomes to examine the behavior of different policies while consuming
the budget (Figure 3.1). Here in addition to including results for the Hyperplane,
Concave, and Convex cost functions, we also include results for a uniform cost
function, which matches what is assumed by the alternative approaches.
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Figure 3.1: Average regrets for different cost functions. The y-axis uses a log scale
and the x-axis shows the number of experimental outcomes observed during the
process.
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First note that for uniform cost function, we expect that our proposed method
and IL performs very similarly, since the IL assumptions are nearly met. Indeed
we see that they perform very similarly in this case. The only difference between
the two algorithms in this setting is that IL knows in advance, though its assumed
probabilistic model, what batch size gives the exact uniform spread whereas our
algorithm needs uses Monte-Carlo simulation to infer that information. Across
all four benchmark function, we see that the average regret for these two policies
is very similar. AUCB and Hybrid do not perform as well for the uniform cost
function. One reason for this is their failure to reason about the horizon results
in large batches of experiments to be allocated near the end of the horizon (via
our modification). This heavy allocation of budget toward the end of the horizon
appears to be counter productive for this setting.
For the remaining cost functions, we note that the different algorithms conduct
different numbers of experiments. Hence, their curves end at different points. This
is due to the algorithm selecting experiments with different costs and hence the
total number of experiments can vary. For the non-uniform cost functions, we see
that IL and TS-Uniform perform similarly for smaller numbers of experiments.
However, IL usually consumes the budget using a smaller number of experiments
than TS-Uniform, which results in TS-Uniform outperforming IL at the end of
the experimental process. For these cost functions, the assumptions of IL are more
strongly violated. This results in IL running a smaller number of experiments than
TS-Uniform and ultimately under-performing. Again we see that AUCB and IL
are not competitive for reasons similar to the case of uniform costs.
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Overall we see that TS-Uniform is as good and often better than existing
approaches that allow for adaptive batch selection. It is important to note that we
tried a variety of methods for modifying the competing approaches to best adapt
to our setting. We were unable to find modifications that were significantly better
than the results shown here.
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Chapter 4

General Conclusion

4.1 Summary of the First Manuscript
We introduced the new problem of Bayesian Optimization with Resources (BOR),
which extends BO to account for experiment resource requirements and production.
An online planning approach based on depth-limited tree search was introduced
for selecting experiments and resource production actions. A key element of the
approach was a novel state evaluation function for leaves of the tree, for which
approximation results were shown based on the theory of optimizing submodular
functions under matroid constraints. Our empirical results on a set of benchmarks
with diverse resource requirements shows that the resulting approach significantly
outperforms a variety of natural baselines and is even competitive with a policy
that uses an optimal resource production oracle.

4.2 Summary of the Second Manuscript
There are many black-box optimization problems that involve optimizing expensive computational functions (e.g. physical device simulations), which have varying
runtimes and hence computational cost. The use of cloud resources to optimize
such functions given a computational budget and time horizon is a compelling
approach to addressing such problems. Currently, however, existing Bayesian Op-
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timization frameworks do not support the problem setting. Our main contribution
is to formalize this problem setting, provide the first algorithm for the setting, and
to empirically demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach. Motivated by our
formative empirical observations, the key idea behind our algorithm, TS-Uniform,
was to use Monte-Carlo simulation in order to allocate the experimental budget
as uniformly as possible across time. This principle of uniform allocation appears
to be difficult to beat. This raises the open question of explaining the conditions
under which uniform allocation strategies are effective. In addition, our results
pose an empirical challenge of developing algorithms that are demonstrably more
effective than uniform allocation.
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